DR. BERNARD FANTUS: Father of the Blood Bank
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CASE 1  INTRODUCTION
1. American Association of Blood Banks Medal, 1987
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4. Chicago Medical Alumni, College of Medicine, University of Illinois at Chicago,
   Alumnus of the Year Award presented to Dr. Barnard Fantus, 1996.
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CASE 2  EARLY YEARS AND EDUCATION
1. Bernard Fantus and classmates in the dissecting room of the College of Physicians and
   Surgeons, photograph, December 2, 1895.
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2. Bernard Fantus as a young man, photograph, ca. 1892.
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3. Bernard Fantus and classmates in the dissecting room of the College of Physicians and
   Surgeons, ca. 1895.
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4. Dr. W. A. Evans, announcement to medical students at the College of Physicians and
   Surgeons of a class to be taught by Bernard Fantus, September 20, 1897.
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5. Reproduction of
   Leopoldstädter Communal-Real-und-Obergymnasium in Wien, academic report on
   Bernard Fantus, February 11, 1888.
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6.
Reproduction of
Bernard Fantus, birth certificate, official copy obtained August 17, 1880.
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CASE 3: COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER PARK

1.
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2.
Reproduction of
Medical Center District with Convalescent Park, perspective map, Medical Center
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3.
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4.
Cook County Hospital, photograph, ca. 1890s.
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5.
Bernard Fantus in front of Cook County Hospital, photograph, n.d.
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6.
“Aerial View of the Medical Center District—1949.” Report of the Medical Center
Commission of the 70th General Assembly of Illinois, 1957.
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CASE 4 OTHER PUBLIC HEALTH PROJECTS

1.
Reproduction of
Newspaper articles containing comments on public health issues by Bernard Fantus,
clippings, 1919.
Bernard Fantus Papers

2.
Reproduction of
Bernard Fantus, “Bottled Carbonated Beverages: Hygienic and Remedial Value,”
pamphlet presenting a summary of an address given at the Annual Convention of the
American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, October 13, 1933.
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4. American Red Cross, certificate identifying Bernard Fantus as a member of the Medical Section of the Bureau of Civilian Relief, December 4, 1918.
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CASE 5 FANTUS AND THE PHARMACOPOEIA
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2. “Pharmacy has lost its best friend in the medical profession...” Militant Druggist, vol. 6, no. 8, April 23, 1940.
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4. Fee receipts, enrollment card, and grade report from Fantus’s graduate study at the University of Michigan, 1917.
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CASE 6   CANDY MEDICATION
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CASE 7   LATER WRITINGS

1. American Medical Association, advertisement for *The Technic of Medication* by Bernard Fantus, 1926.
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2. Reproduction of
“Fig. 1, Photograph of Apparatus,” from Bernard Fantus, “An Automated Method of Prolonged Serial Blood-Pressure Registration in Man.” *Journal of the American Medical Association*, June 16, 1917.
John Crerar Library

3. Reproduction of
“Fig. 2, Rotary Valve Connected with the Recording Apparatus,” from Bernard Fantus, “An Automated Method of Prolonged Serial Blood-Pressure Registration in Man.” *Journal of the American Medical Association*, June 16, 1917.
John Crerar Library

4. Reproduction of
Bernard Fantus Papers
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CASE 8 EARLY ATTEMPTS AT BLOOD TRANSFUSION
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4. Reproduction from
CASE 9: 20TH-CENTURY ADVANCES IN TRANSFUSION

1.
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2.
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3.
Reproduction from

4.
Reproduction from

5.

6.
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CASE 10: THE HUMAN FACTOR IN TRANSFUSIONS

1.
Reproduction from


5. Ivan Albright. “Medical Drawings,” unpublished sketchbook, [1917-1918?]. Ms. 1560

CASE 11 FANTUS AND THE COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK


5. Reproduction of
   a. Fig. 7, “Diagram of Tandem Flask”
   b. Fig. 2, “Tag Attached to Donor’s Flask”
   c. Fig. 3, “Portion of a Typical Page of the Blood Bank Book”


CASE 12 POSTHUMOUS RECOGNITION
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5. Grand Opening, Fantus Out-Patient Clinic Building, Cook County Hospital, program, June 14, 1961.
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6. Dedication, Fantus Out-Patient Clinic Building, Cook County Hospital, photograph, with Bernard Fantus’s brother, Ernest Fantus, at right, 1961.
   Bernard Fantus Papers

   Bernard Fantus Papers